Geography

GEOG/Geography

Ten Week Session

GEOG 5900    SPECIAL PROBLEMS
708 (12295) CRE V  Oppong J
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
718 (12296) CRE V  Oppong J
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

Three Week Session

GEOG 4900    SPECIAL PROBLEMS
702 (7250) CRE V  Hudak P
NO ASSGN

Five Week Session One

GEOG 3100    US AND CANADA
001 (7198) CRE 3.0 MTWR 09:59 am-11:50 am ENV 345 Rice M

GEOG 4550    ADVANCED GIS
001 (12611) CRE 3.0  Dong P
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

GEOG 4900    SPECIAL PROBLEMS
711 (5798) CRE V  Wolverton S
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
714 (6206) CRE V  Pan F
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

GEOG 4920    COOP IN GEOG
700 (2972) CRE 3.0  Hudak P
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
701 (12378) CRE 3.0  Hudak P
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

GEOG 5550    ADVANCED GIS
001 (12612) CRE 3.0  Dong P
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

GEOG 5900    SPECIAL PROBLEMS
700 (2973) CRE V  Hudak P
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT. MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.
701 (5785) CRE V  Ferring C
715 (6854) CRE V  Fry M
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

GEOG 5920  RESEARCH PROBLEMS
705  (6748)  CRE 3.0  Hudak P
707  (6104)  CRE 3.0  Nagaoka L
714  (6835)  CRE 3.0  Pan F

GEOG 5950  THESIS
700  (2983)  CRE V
707  (6729)  CRE V  Nagaoka L
711  (6100)  CRE V  Wolverton S
713  (12361)  CRE V  Ponette A
724  (6861)  CRE V  Dong P

Five Week Session Two

GEOG 1710  EARTH SCIENCE
001  (6405)  CRE 3.0  Hudak P
WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS
RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS
SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE
SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE.

GEOG 4920  COOP IN GEOG
700  (4183)  CRE 3.0  Hudak P

GEOG 4960  GEOG INSTITUTE
001  (12325)  CRE 3.0  Hudak P

GEOG 5900  SPECIAL PROBLEMS
700  (4184)  CRE V  Tiwari C
715  (6855)  CRE V  Fry M

GEOG 5920  RESEARCH PROBLEMS
714  (6836)  CRE 3.0  Pan F

GEOG 5950  THESIS
700  (4196)  CRE V
701  (6484)  CRE V  Ferring C
708  (6888)  CRE V  Opppong J
710  (6957)  CRE V  Williams H

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
MULTIPLE SECTIONS OFFERED.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.

RESTRICTED COURSE. APPROVAL REQUIRED. CONTACT DEPARTMENT.
# Five Week Session One

**GEOL 1610**  
**GEOLOGY: ROCK ON!**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Course Code</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 001 (7196)  | CRE 3.0 | WEB-BASED INSTRUCTION.  
THIS IS AN INTERNET COURSE. COURSE ENROLLMENT IS RESTRICTED AND NON-TEXAS RESIDENT STUDENTS RESIDING OUTSIDE OF THE STATE ARE NOT ELIGIBLE TO ENROLL IN THIS SECTION. CONTACT THE DEPARTMENT FOR ENROLLMENT ASSISTANCE IN AN APPROPRIATE SECTION OF THE COURSE IF APPLICABLE. |